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JOSE ITIAT{UEL DAPENA
By JULIA CROWE

Jos€ MantrcL Dapena and Dauirl Russell at Dapena's utedding in Santiago de ComposteLa, 2OO5.

SPANISH GUITARIST.Jos6 Manuel Dapena has
performed ten concert tours within the U.S. and
seven concert tours in Europe along with three
concert tours in Asia. His repertoire ranges from
scholarly transcriptions of Bach to the complete
sonatas of Fernando Sor, Joaquin Turina's com-
plete works for solo guitar and Mario
Castelnuovo-Tedesco's Platero g Yo. He has also
established his own music label with Los Angeles
based Lutenist Jason Yoshida, Musiclas, releas-
ing not only his own CDs but those of other musi-
cians as well.

'I started to play the guitar for fun when I was a
child,' Dapena says, 'but at the age of fourteen I
started taking lessons in earnest every week at
the Vigo Conservatory with Roman Gonz{lez.
Maria Jesus Rodriguez, David Russell-s wife, was
an advanced level student and we were both in
the same city and group of students.

At this time, in 1983, I heard David Russell in
concerl. His performance of the beginning of the
Handel Suite WI tn G minor IM32 was an aston-
ishing experience for me. This concert was like a
new vision of the guitar, a new path. I could not
believe the clean sound, musicality, facility,
refined technique, range of colour, the counter-
point polyphony of the voices in Francesco Da
Milano Fantasies, which he had mastered.
Imrnediately, the following year, I started to study
with him every summer up on through 1998. But
I have to say one can never finish learning from a
r-en'fine concert plaver like hirn. This vear I had
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the privilege of playing at Carnegie Hall but the
authentic privilege was to play in his house the
week belore.'

With the support of the Consulate General of
Spain in New York, the Ministerio de Cultura,
INAEM and Xunta de Galicia, Jose Manuel
Dapena made his Carnegie Hall debut in
February 2OO8. His concert programme of music
byTurina, YAzqwez, Tedesco and E. Sainz reflect-
ed the combined repertoire of both his first and
second CD.

The music is originally Spanish music orches-
trated for piano but was inspired by the guitar. I
did all the arrangements for Turina because I had
studied with Turina and had the opportunity to
see the original manuscripts,' Dapena says.
These arrangements took him a year to complete.
He also arranged the Segovia version, saying,
There were too many changes. SeuiLLana has the
rasqueado and the Sonatais written for a drop-D
tuning so I rewrote the sixth string to the regular
E-tuning and refingered the music.

'I first met Jsse Luis Turina in 1988, when I
entered the Madrid Conservatory. He was my
harmony teacher during my four years there.
Later, in 2OO4, he worked as a composer and
artistic director of Youth Spanish Symphony
Orchestra. They were about to play in Santiago
de Compostela when I found him again. I asked
him for the Turina archive in Madrid and he
introduced me to Alfredo Mor6,n. Moran lived in
the Turina house where he welcomed me into the
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composer's studio, Rincon lvlagico (Magical
Corner was the name given to the place where
Joaquin Turina worked from 1914 to 1949, writ-
ing over a hundred compositions), and I viewed
the original manuscripts. My hands started to
shake when I touched the old paper of Turina's
music. The final and unique manuscriptof Ggpsg
Dances was written in pencil.

The Turina family invited rne to dinner at the
same table with Obdulia, his daughter. During
this dinner, they reminisced about when Andres
Segovia had arrived at their house to push
Joaquin Turina to write for guitar and Turina
said, "I do not know how to compose for the gui-
tar." Andres Segovia's reply had been, "Do not
worry. Send me manuscripts for a six string vio-
lin."

'So when I saw that Turina had put a rc6guea-
do at the beginning of the Seuillana and all the
Soncitas with 6 string tuned to D; the fast chords
at the end of RQfaga: the new scale in the
Fandanguillo'with a very big footnote in the bot-
tom of the score: .Estos apuntes a Lapiz son de
Andr€s Segouta, i.e., 'These pencil notes are by
Andres Segovia"-this inspired
me to reconfigure the fingerings
again and create a new version
called Rtnc6n Mdgico. My intent
for refingering the piece was to
give a new sound to it, such as
fewer portamentos and rasqlrca-
dos. I wanted to take this risk.
Segovia had the last word on fin-
gering frorn 1927 to 1987, but
given that it is now the 21st
Century we can update his lega-
cy,'Dapena says. His recording
debut, Rtnc6n Mdgico - Spanish
music bg Joaqutn Turina, is
based on these original manu-
scripts.

Dapena also studied briefly
with Manuel Barrueco at the
Peabody Conservatory in
Baltimore, Maryland. 'I only did summer master-
classes with Barrueco in the U.S., and in
Barcelona and Andalucia. I was never a full time
student of his. With Manuel, I learned to polish
up the way I used to practice the guitar, organise
the work, secure the live performance and notice
how important the guitar is in chamber music.
Listening to his performances with flute, sopra-
nos, string quartet, last year I decided to start a
duo with the New York tenor Nicholas Cotellessa,
who now lives in Europe. Our repertoire focuses
on the complete cycle of Schubert's Die scLnne
Milllertn, a Celebration of American and Spanish
Art Song, music by Rodrigo, Turina, Pinkham
and Copland, and English Art Song by Dowand,
Gurney and Britten.'

Dapena's concerts have featured programmes
which have included the complete solo sonatas
by Sor, the complete works by Turina and most
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recenth-. Platero g )b b]- \lario Castelnuor-o-
Tedesco and works b1. Eduardo Sainz de la Maza.

'Weli, I am rlot specialist in monographic pro-
grammes,' Dapena says, 'I like this kind of work
because it is more commercial in terms of
recording and differentiating oneself from com-
petitors. Also, it is a good opportunity to focus on
a period, st5rle and technique. In the Turina CD, I
was doing rest stroke, scales and rasgueados all
the time but there is none of this technique what-
soever in the impressionist style of Sainz de la
Maza The irony often is that presenters appreci-
ate that you are capable of performing a big work
and even then they contract you for a standard
recital.

'I was compelled to perform t};re Platero g Yo for
the Cervantes Institute, which seemed to be more
into traditional fare like Albeniz, though they had
wanted me to perform a programme in the
Spanish style. They asked for a concert pro-
gramme in New York, Athens, Manchester,
Glasgow, Bremen, Hamburg and Lyonne which
was an adaptable programme, that could be per-
formed, accompanied by readers in several lan-

times European
free.'

guages. I liked it, as the music
comes from the middle of Spain,'
Dapena says.

'I played my first concert in the
U.S. ten years ago in Miami, in a
series of concerts organised by
Guitar Alliance of Florida. My
first impression was they were
more prepared in advance of
their concerts hy about a year)
than I generally see in Spain.
The staff who organised the
recital was very professional, as
the concert started'on time in a
church in Coral Gables with
nice acoustics. The audience
paid for their tickets, which is
not customary in Europe, where
the government funds the non-
profit organisations, and often
audiences attend concerts for

'In terms of promotion, I saw for the first time
ever a promotional flyer of my concert. Here, we
usually print a poster and a programme but not
flyers to send around,' Dapena points out. 'And
the other big difference I noticed is that people in
the intermission eat and drink in a special room
that is conducive to socializing. I saw much more
of an entrepreneurial guitar mind in the U.S.
among people who organize, possibly because
they are fully assuming the risk for it.'

For his next CD, Dapena will be playing
Galician folk dances written by a young Spanish
composer who has been living in New York for the
past nine years or so, named Octavio yAzquez.
The style of the piece reminds me of philip
Rosheger, but more celtic,' Dapena says. This
composer had studied composition at The
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Peabody Conservatory during the same sum-
mer Dapena was studying with Barrueco,
though at the time their paths had not yet
crossed.

As for starting his own music label, Musiclas,
Dapena mentions that a friend urged him to
take the do-it-yourself route to recording. (The
company's logo, a baroque guitar, comes from
Francisco Guerau manuscript).

'You have to do it all yourself first,' he says.
'This is the only way. As it is, it generally takes
one year to get your record up on iTunes, on
account of the volume of requests they receive.

'Many professional musicians and music
institutions issue their own CDs these days.
The London S5rmphony Orchestra, for example,
issues hundreds of its own CDs. Of course,
doing things this way means you must build
up distribution. When I started selling my CD
on the internet, we sold only two out of every
one hundred CDs but now IIo/o of our earnings
come through the internet. We never tried to
obtain distribution in mall-type music shops.
You simply don't get the special publicity there,
which I think is key. Years ago, these shops
pretty much controlled distribution but I think
the internet flattens that control. Now, the
issue is publicity. If you do not have the money
for publicity and promotions, you will not

receive the awareness. In a place like New
York, from research IVe done, hiring a publicist
for a concert can easily cost $l,OOO.OO. What a
musician really has to do is focus on the qual-
ity of recording first and then on promotion.
Distribution of recordings comes later.'

This upcoming year Depena will be playing at
the Miami Guitar Festival and in Bangkok for
the Thailand Guitar Festival. Given his work
with the Instituto Cervantes in the U.S..
Dapena has trail blazed with concerts under
their sponsorship in Chicago, New York, Los
Angeles, Albuquerque and Las Vegas. 'I am try-
ing to make a Spanish route for other gui-
tarists to follow and call it the "spanish Guitar
Route" or something like that. I am negotiating
with the eight Spanish consulates in USA,
including the central cultural office in
Washington, Instituto Cervantes and AECI
"Spanish Agency for International
Cooperation", which has cultural centres in
Spain. It is not easy to persuade the key per-
sons of these institutions to put money out for
the guitar, as much of this marketplace is
under control of piano and chamber music
players.'

For more information visit:
u) u) u) . manueldap ena. com


